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Build awesome paintings brick by brick!Every LEGO-loving kid has at least one huge bin of
bricks – the sets are built, dismantled, and typically never built again – and this book gives them
dozens of ways to reuse them in fun projects that range from easy to challenging. Featuring a
simple yet elegant mosaic technique, step-by-step instructions, and full-color photographs for
making 25 cool two-dimensional pictures, Amazing Brick Mosaics offers unique projects that will
delight any LEGO enthusiast.



AMAZINGBRICKMOSAICSFANTASTIC PROJECTS TO BUILD WITHTHE LEGO® BLOCKS
YOU ALREADY HAVEAMANDA BRACKBegin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the
AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisSt. Martin’s Press ebook.To receive special
offers, bonus content,and info on new releases and other great reads,sign up for our
newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email updates on the author, click .The author and publisher
have provided this e-book to you for your personal use only. You may not make this e-book
publicly available in any way. Copyright infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of
this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher
at: .GET STARTED!BUILD AWESOME LEGO BLOCK MOSAICS BRICK BY BRICK! Now you
can build the coolest 2D LEGO brick projects with all the bricks you have around your house. For
each project, there’s a key that shows you exactly how many LEGO blocks you need in each
color and shape. Gather those up before you start, and then you’re ready to make a LEGO brick
masterpiece! Use the project grids to follow along, doing one quadrant at a time. The project
grids show you the LEGO block shape you need to use and where it goes to make it look exactly
like the photo! They’re labeled with codes to show you the color and size of the LEGO piece. A
code like “G4” means that it’s a Green LEGO piece that has four studs. If you don’t have the right
shade or color, don’t sweat it! Try a different shade and make it all your own.Quick Guide to
Building Your LEGO MosaicsYOU’LL NEED THESE THINGS:■ 2’ x 2’ LEGO brick board■ A
ton of LEGO bricks!MAKE YOUR MOSAIC:■ Gather the same LEGO blocks listed in the list of
bricks■ Start with the first quadrant■ Start from the side or the corner■ Use the codes to
select the correct LEGO piece for each spot■ Complete all four quadrants■ Build a
masterpiece!BURGERFIRE UP THE GRILL! This burger seems big, but did you know that the
largest burger in the whole world was made in Michigan, and it was 134 pounds?! Gather up all
your pieces before you start. If cheese on your burger isn’t your thing, then just switch those
colors out for more brown to make the burger all your own. Build your char-broiled burger the
very best way with the most colorful brick toppings!SECTIONSBURGER: SECTION 1BRICKS
NEEDED FOR SECTION 1BURGER: SECTION 2BRICKS NEEDED FOR SECTION 2BURGER:
SECTION 3BRICKS NEEDED FOR SECTION 3BURGER: SECTION 4BRICKS NEEDED FOR
SECTION 4BUTTERFLYFLUTTER INTO THIS PROJECT LIKE A BEAUTIFUL BUTTERFLY!
There are more than 750 species of butterflies in the world, which means there are countless
unique colors and patterns that can be found on all of them. If you don’t have all the colors
shown here, that’s okay. Swap in your own vibrant colors to make this insect fly!
SECTIONSBUTTERFLY: SECTION 1
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Pappy J, “Christmas gift.. Grandchild liked.”

Mac Cooley, “Fun Book. Great mosaic ideas for our school lego wall. Need lots of colors and
traditional bricks.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good for those with BIG existing LEGO collections. This book is really for
people with REALLY large collections or educators. You will need access to a large amount of
shades of colors - for example yellow, light yellow and orange yellow.I run a small education
company that uses LEGO and it was perfect for me and I love this book.However if you are a
parent with a small to moderate collection or have an older collection (less to none newer
colours) this book will not be useful to you.”

The book by Lane Hart has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 18 people have provided feedback.
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